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Abstract: Crop modelling has the potential to contribute to global food and nutrition security.
This paper briefly examines the history of crop modelling by international crop research centres of
the CGIAR (formerly Consultative Group on International Agricultural Research but now known
simply as CGIAR), whose primary focus is on less developed countries. Basic principles of crop
modelling building up to a Genotype × Environment × Management × Socioeconomic (G × E
× M × S) paradigm, are explained. Modelling has contributed to better understanding of crop
performance and yield gaps, better prediction of pest and insect outbreaks, and improving the
efficiency of crop management including irrigation systems and optimization of planting dates.
New developments include, for example, use of remote sensed data and mobile phone technology
linked to crop management decision support models, data sharing in the new era of big data,
and the use of genomic selection and crop simulation models linked to environmental data to
help make crop breeding decisions. Socio-economic applications include foresight analysis of
agricultural systems under global change scenarios, and the consequences of potential food system
shocks are also described. These approaches are discussed in this paper which also calls for
closer collaboration among disciplines in order to better serve the crop research and development
communities by providing model based recommendations ranging from policy development at the
level of governmental agencies to direct crop management support for resource poor farmers.
Keywords: crop modelling; international agricultural research; CGIAR; crop management; foresight;
food security; agri-food-systems; global phenotyping networks; data sharing; big data
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1. Introduction
Current rates of yield growth and overall production are not sufficient to satisfy future demand [1]
and climate change is predicted to add at least another 60 million hungry people by 2050 [2].
Rosegrant et al. [3] predicted that—in the absence of unprecedented, coordinated measures to raise
productivity—consumers will pay double for staple foods by 2050 in real terms. While crop-focused
research still achieves impressive productivity gains [4], multiple approaches must be employed
to improve leverage of knowledge, expertise, and data to achieve greater returns on investment
in agriculture and maintain global food security under the added challenges of climate change,
resource scarcity, growing populations, and changing demand.
Crop modelling has the potential to significantly contribute to global food and nutrition security.
New technologies and conceptual breakthroughs have contributed to a better understanding of
crop performance and yield gaps, genetic gains, better prediction of pest and insect outbreaks,
more efficient irrigation systems, and optimized planting dates. Newer developments include the
use of remote-sensed data and mobile phone technology linked to simulation models [5]; improved
geographic information system (GIS) techniques [6]; strategic crossing and selection models making use
of high-throughput genotyping and phenotyping to increase genetic gains [7]; as well as data sharing
and standardization in the new era of big data [8]. Renewed interest in crop modelling that addresses
the challenges of climate change has already led to collaborative initiatives such as the Agricultural
Model Intercomparison and Improvement Project (AgMIP) [9–11], the CGIAR Platform for Big Data
in Agriculture (launched in 2017) [8], as well as other initiatives for dataset standardization [12].
Additional investments and large-scale collaborations are needed to improve the collection of open
access, easy to use data for crop modelling purposes [13].
This paper briefly outlines the history of crop modelling, including major theoretical advances
and their practical applications by international crop research centres of the CGIAR. It shows that
theory and field-level implementation evolved in tandem, with models and their applications making
mutual improvements and refinements over time. Several successful applications of models are
presented, highlighting their contributions in food security at multiple levels. Basic principles of
crop modelling, building up to a new Genotype × Environment × Management × Socioeconomic
(G × E × M × S) paradigm, are explained. The application of these principles to environmental
modelling, as well as crop management and breeding, is explained using multiple examples from
CGIAR Centre’s work throughout developing regions. Socioeconomic applications include foresight
analysis of agricultural systems under global change scenarios, and the consequences of potential
food system shocks. Using crop modelling to achieve strong global development impacts depends
on the contribution of a wide range of stakeholders—from academia to private companies—to large,
multi-location datasets. The need for greater collaboration between modelling disciplines is a driver of
this paper.
Crop modelling in the target environments of the CGIAR centres has its own unique challenges in
addition to the fact that many of the regions face direct climate change and other resource limitations,
e.g., related soil erosion and unavailability of good quality water. For example, crop models require
comprehensive weather data for simulations to run and to explain G × E data, which is often not
available or insufficient. Other aspects of environmental characterization of target environments may
also be lacking, including data on soils types, fertility regimes and even water application. While the
expansion of crop modelling approaches is still somewhat limited by the availability of quality
data for calibration, validation, and evaluation, recent progress in the development of large-scale
agro-ecological datasets, facilitated by global initiatives such as AgMIP [10] and the Big Data Platform
in Agriculture [8], are helping fill the data gap.
Modelling innovations can address increasing concerns on sustainable food production,
nutrition, and natural resource management challenges, and their consequences on closely associated
socioeconomic issues such as conflict, migration, human health, and gender inequality. While this
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review takes stock of the state-of-the-art of crop related modelling within CGIAR, it also highlights
where improvements are desirable and feasible.
2. Basic Principles and History of Crop Modelling
Agricultural systems modelling dates to the late 1950s, while specific crop models entered the
scene a decade later [14]. Models have been used, for example, to identify best farm management
practices, manage production risks, assess climate change impacts, and develop breeding strategies.
Table 1 describes the major modelling achievements of the CGIAR Centres since the 1970s, and indicates
key publications associated with each development.
Table 1. Modelling developments by CGIAR centres, 1970s to present.
1970s FIRST RICE MODELS DEVELOPED
1980s RICE MODELS
International Rice Research Institute (IRRI): Models
developed for rice crops

Whisler, 1983 [15]

1990s FURTHER WORK ON RICE, BEANS, MAIZE
International Rice Research Institute (IRRI): ORYZA
model family developed: IRRI, Wageningen UR &
National Agricultural Research Systems of 9 Asian
countries, Systems Analysis and Simulation in Rice
Production (SARP) project. Yield gap analysis,
identifying management constraints, climate change
analysis, declining yields, Modelling interplant
competition (INTERCOM models), Water management
optimization, Linking crop and pest models, Plant type
design and breeding strategies, Comparing yields in long
term trials across years to yield potential, Optimize grain
yields with minimum methane emissions, Predict impact
of climate change on rice production in Asia using all
SARP data

Kropff et al., 1993 [16]; Kropff and Van Laar, 1993 [17];
Kropff et al., 1994 [18]; Wopereis et al., 1994 [19]; Kropff
et al., 1995 [20]; Matthews et al., 1995 [21]; Aggarwal et al.,
1997 [22]; Kropff et al., 1997 [23]; Teng et al., 1997 [24]

West Africa Rice Development Association (WARDA,
now known as Africa Rice Center): Rice modeling,
model improvement, impact of climate changes in rice
yields, genotype by environment

Dingkuhn et al., 1995 [25]; Dingkuhn and Miezan, 1995
[26]; Dingkuhn, 1995 [27]; Dingkuhn 1996 [28]; Dingkuhn
and Sow, 1997 [29]; Asch et al., 1997 [30]; Sié et al., 1998
[31–33]; Dingkuhn and Asch, 1999 [34]

International Crops Research Institute for the
Semi-Arid Tropics (ICRISAT): Groundnut modelling

Boote et al., 1992 [35]; Singh et al., 1994 [36]; Singh and
Virmani, 1996 [37]

International Centre for Tropical Agriculture (CIAT):
Bean model development

Hoogenboom et al., 1994 [38]; Hoogenboom et al., 1995
[39]; Acosta-Gallegos et al., 1996 [40]

International Maize and Wheat Improvement Centre
(CIMMYT): Maize modelling

Elings et al., 1997 [41]

2000s INNOVATIONS IN CROP MODELLING APPROACHES AT CGIAR CENTRES
International Crops Research Institute for the
Semi-Arid Tropics (ICRISAT): Crop management, yield
gap analysis, analysis of soil constraints and abiotic stress
impact for soybean, groundnut and sorghum

Alagarswamy et al., 2000 [42]; Naab et al., 2004 [43]; Bhatia
et al., 2006 [44]; Bhatia et al., 2008 [45]; Singh et al., 2009 [46]

International Potato Centre (CIP): Growth potential and
targeting varieties for potatoes and Andean tubers.
Disease modelling for potatoes

Hijmans et al., 2000 [47]; Hijmans, 2003 [48]; Hijmans et al.,
2003 [49]; Hijmans et al., 2003 [50]; Andrade-Piedra et al.,
2005 [51]; Andrade-Piedra et al., 2005 [52]; Andrade-Piedra
et al., 2005 [53]; Condori et al., 2008 [54]; Forbes et al., 2008
[55]; Condori et al., 2010 [56]

International Rice Research Institute (IRRI): Further
rice model development

Bouman et al., 2001 [57]; Dernier van der Gon et al., 2002
[58]; Kropff et al., 2003 [59]

Africa Rice Center (AfricaRice): Intercropping systems,
yield gap in rice

Akanvou, 2001 [60]; Haefele et al., 2003 [61]; Akanvou
et al., 2006 [62]; van Asten et al., 2003 [63]

International Centre for Tropical Agriculture (CIAT):
Crop management strategies for dry bean and other
tropical legumes

Hartkamp et al., 2002 [64]; Jones and Thornton, 2003 [65];
Jarvis et al., 2008 [66]
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International Maize and Wheat Improvement Centre
(CIMMYT): Modelling for maize and wheat breeding,
crop-livestock interactions

Hunt et al., 2003 [67]; Hodson and White, 2007 [68];
Erenstein et al., 2007 [69]

International Livestock Research Institute (ILRI):
Crop-livestock interactions

Singh et al., 2007 [70]; Erenstein et al., 2007 [69]

International Food Policy Research Institute (IFPRI):
Impact of climate Change on Agriculture, soil monitoring

Koo et al., 2007 [71]; Nelson et al., 2009 [72]

2010s New interest in global and regional modelling focused on climate change foresight work, strong linkages
with AgMIP, modelling groups at UF, CSIRO. Modelling work covering a wide range of uses including agronomy,
rotations, agroforestry

CIAT: Climate change impact analysis, including future
climates in analogous environments, uncertainties of
models and comparisons, abiotic stress testing

Jarvis et al., 2012 [73]; Ramirez-Villegas et al., 2013 [74];
Ramirez-Villegas et al., 2015 [75]; Cammarano et al., 2016
[76]; Eitzinger et al., 2017 [77] Durand et al., 2017 [78];
Ramirez-Villegas et al., 2017 [79]; Piikki et al., 2017 [80];
Fodor et al., 2017 [81]; Heinemann et al., 2017 [82];
Ramirez-Villegas et al., 2018 [83]; Cammarano et al., 2017
[84]; Challinor et al., 2018 [85]

IFPRI: Grid-based crop modelling to inform regional and
global-scale simulation of food security and international
trades under scenarios of agricultural technology
developments, food policy, and climate changes

Nelson et al., 2010 [86]; Wiebelt et al., 2013 [87]; Robertson
et al., 2013 [88]; Negassa et al., 2013 [89]; Nelson et al., 2014
[90]; Nelson et al., 2014 [91]; Rosegrant et al., 2014 [92];
Muller and Robertson, 2014 [93]; Wiebe et al., 2015 [2];
Robinson et al., 2015 [94]; Robinson et al., 2015 [95]; Islam
et al., 2016 [96]; Zougmoré et al., 2017 [97]; Rosegrant et al.,
2017 [98]; Rosenzweig et al., 2018 [99]

IRRI: Climate change foresight work, genomics studies
incorporating crop modelling, abiotic stress modelling,
model improvement, improved breeding speed with
model assisted selection

Li et al., 2013 [100]; Li et al., 2015 [101]; Li et al., 2015 [102];
Silva et al., 2017 [103]; Dingkuhn et al., 2017a [104];
Dingkuhn et al., 2017b [105]; Mottaleb et al., 2017 [106]; Li
et al., 2017 [107]; Savary et al., 2018 [108]

CIMMYT: Climate change foresight work on maize and
wheat, model improvement, conservation agriculture ex
ante modelling, testing of management interventions,
Genotype × Environment Interactions

Ngwira et al., 2014 [109]; Chung et al., 2014 [110];
Gbegbelegbe et al., 2014 [111]; Tesfaye et al., 2015 [112];
Tesfaye et al., 2016 [113]; Corbeels et al., 2016 [114];
Rutkoski et al., 2016 [115]; Gaydon et al., 2017 [116];
Aldermann and Stanfill, 2017 [117]; Maiorano et al., 2017
[118]; Tesfaye et al., 2017 [119]; Tesfaye et al., 2017 [120];
Tonnang et al., 2017 [121]; Jain et al., 2017 [122]; Sukumaran
et al., 2017 [123]; Sukumaran et al., 2017 [124]; Juliana et al.,
2017 [125]; Juliana et al., 2017 [126]; Pérez-Rodríguez et al.,
2017 [127]; Montesinos-López et al., 2017 [128];
Montesinos-López et al., 2017 [129]; Montesinos-López
et al., 2017 [130]; Sun et al., 2017 [131]; Jarquín et al., 2017
[132]; Dunckel et al., 2017 [133]; Cuevas et al., 2017 [134];
Crossa et al., 2017 [135]; Crespo-Herrera et al., 2017 [136];
Corbeels et al. 2018 [137]; Tesfaye et al., 2018 [138];
Montesinos-López et al., 2018 [139]; Montesinos-López
et al., 2018 [140]; Cuevas et al., 2018 [141]; Sukumaran et al.,
2018 [142]

ICRISAT: Testing genotypes for breeding program
orientation, climate change foresight work, drought
testing, phenotype evaluations for drought stress,
fertilizer response testing, abiotic stress modelling, mixed
crop-livestock systems

Vadez et al., 2012 [143]; Singh et al., 2012 [144]; Vadez et al.,
2013 [145]; Vadez and Kholova, 2013 [146]; Craufurd et al.,
2013 [147]; Nedumaran et al., 2013 [148]; Kholova et al.,
2013 [149], Homann-Kee et al., 2013 [150]; Kholova et al.,
2014 [151]; Sinclair et al., 2014 [152]; Singh et al., 2014 [153];
Singh et al., 2014 [154]; Singh et al., 2014 [155]; Singh et al.,
2014 [156]; Soltani et al., 2016 [157]; Vadez et al., 2017 [158];
Traore et al., 2017 [159]; Singh et al., 2017 [160];
Mohammed et al., 2017a [161]; Mohammed et al., 2017b
[162]; Boote et al., 2017 [163]; Nelson et al., 2018 [164]; Faye
et al., 2018 [165]; Adam et al., 2018 [166]
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CIP: Potato disease modelling, foresight, further model
development

Kroschel et al., 2013 [167]; Sporleder et al., 2013 [168];
Condori et al., 2014 [169]; Carli et al., 2014 [170];
Kleinwechter et al., 2016 [171]; Kroschel et al., 2017 [172];
Fleisher et al., 2017 [173]; Raymundo et al., 2017 [174];
Raymundo et al., 2017 [175]; Quiroz et al., 2017 [176];
Ramirez et al., 2017 [177]; Mujica et al., 2017 [178]; Scott
and Kleinwechter, 2017 [179]; Petsakos et al., 2018 [180]

AfricaRice: Model improvement, yield gap analysis,
genotype × environment interactions, impact of climate
change

van Oort et al., 2014 [181]; van Oort et al., 2015 [182]; van
Oort et al., 2015 [183]; Dingkuhn et al., 2015 [184]; van Oort
et al., 2016 [185]; El-Namaky and van Oort, 2017 [186]; van
Oort et al., 2017 [187]; Dingkuhn et al., 2017 [104,105]; van
Oort and Zwart, 2018 [188]; van Oort, 2018 [189], Duku
et al., 2018 [190]

ICRAF: Agroforestry and intercropping modelling Africa

Luedeling et al., 2014 [191]; Araya et al., 2015 [192];
Luedeling et al., 2016 [193]; Smethurst et al., 2017 [194],
Masikati et al., 2017 [195]

ILRI: crop-livestock-farm interactions

Van Wijk et al., 2014 [196]; Herrero et al., 2014 [197]

IITA: Modelling on Yams in West Africa

Marcos et al., 2011 [198]; Cornet et al., 2015 [199]; Cornet
et al., 2016 [200]

ICARDA: Climate variability and change impact studies,
foresight, conservation agriculture impact, genotype ×
environment interactions

Sommer et al., 2013 [201]; Bobojonov and Aw-Hassan, 2014
[202]; Dixit and Telleria, 2015 [203]; Frija and Telleria, 2016
[204]; Ghanem et al., 2015 [205]; Ghanem et al., 2015 [206];
Soni et al., 2016 [207]; Mohammed et al. [161], 2017; Dixit
et al., 2018 [208]; Mohammadi et al., 2018 [209]

In their simplest form, crop models represent a quantitative axiom (e.g., growth = light interception
× radiation use efficiency) backed by a large body of empirical data. Where data is lacking, however,
a model may constitute a qualitative but testable hypothesis (i.e., a conceptual model, whether it
be biophysical or socioeconomic). By combining such elements, more complex quantitative or
semi-quantitative simulation models can be developed. However, all models—including crop growth
models—inherently suffer from the fact that they are abstractions of reality. This review does not dwell
on the well-documented shortcomings of crop growth modelling [210–213], but instead discusses their
useful applications in improving farmers’ livelihoods and increasing food security.
This review considers crop productivity models within the framework of the widely used
conceptual model G × E × M (GEM), representing the three most important biophysical variables that
directly determine crop growth, and their interactions. Namely, expression of the genetic potential of a
cultivar (G), the physical environment of the crop (E), and crop management inputs (M). However,
these three elements are also influenced indirectly by socioeconomic factors (S), such as supply and
demand of inputs/outputs, finance and credit, agricultural policies, and the adaptive practices of
farmers and consumers, thus extending the paradigm to G × E × M × S.
2.1. Environment
In crop productivity models, E must be defined in terms of the variables that most strongly
affect growth. This presents some challenges: firstly, E has almost infinite dimensions. The crop
inhabits the soil and the atmosphere, where it interacts with physical, chemical, and biotic factors.
Light and temperature regimes are in constant flux and essential molecules exist in solid, liquid, and gas
phases—often interchangeably. When defining E, macroscopic, microscopic, and biotic domains must
also be considered. Which variables most strongly affect growth is still a subject for research. Secondly,
data of many of these factors are not readily available—hardly surprising considering that crops are
grown on over 1 billion ha of land worldwide. Thirdly, while some of these dimensions are predictable,
the key drivers of productivity—temperature, radiation, and rainfall—are highly variable on most
relevant time scales and subject to climate change. Long term detailed weather datasets are crucial,
preferably at a high density. It is for these reasons that GIS (Geographic Information System) has
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emerged as one of the most important and necessary disciplines in crop research and modelling in
recent decades [6].
2.2. Management
M is essentially a subset of E. Yet it is given special status since, unlike E, the factors associated
with M are controlled. The most widely adopted crop models are those that demonstrate how yield
gaps may be closed using M interventions, namely fertilizer, irrigation, planting methods/dates,
tillage, and other crop husbandry approaches [214]. The most advanced models evaluate a whole
package of M interventions within a farmer-friendly decision support tool [215]. Taking a long-term
view, such models can also be used to assess the broader environmental consequences of M.
2.3. Genotype
G is the most challenging aspect of crop modelling, partly because of the complexity and
diversity of biological organisms, and partly because—unlike livestock, for example—plants do not
systematically control their temperature, making their interaction with E a constantly moving target.
While models of G may be robust for ‘model species’ grown in controlled environments, and conceptual
models of G may provide hypotheses about candidate traits for future target environments (e.g., [216]),
the greatest challenge for crop modelling is to simulate G × E interaction to refine crop breeding
strategies and deploy new cultivars. Crop models are typically driven by the effect of E on growth,
especially water, nitrogen (N), radiation and temperature. However, genotypic components are less
accurately simulated, except for development rate, i.e., the duration to flowering and grain filling
period (see [217,218] and references therein).
2.4. Socioeconomics
While S is potentially quantifiable and can inform the parameterization of crop models and their
scenario developments, this is only possible when detailed household-level survey data is available.
For example, World Bank’s Living Standards Measurement Study—Integrated Surveys on Agriculture
provides a nationally-representative, comprehensive snapshot of farmers’ livelihoods and plot-level
farm management practices, yet its coverage is currently limited to eight countries in sub-Saharan
Africa. When available, this type of micro-level data provides context for on-farm productivity and
the off-farm socioeconomic environments that impact farming households, such as their proximity
to markets, access to extension and financial services, and capacity to manage production risks.
This information can help define the crop management baseline, parameterize model input data,
calibrate the model, evaluate model performance, and develop practical what-if scenarios that
are affordable for farmers. Socioeconomic inputs (S) are discussed in Section 6, in the context of
calculating food systems risks. At the more aggregate level, market interactions combined with
policies, institutional arrangements, and governance define the socioeconomic circumstances in which
crop management decisions (both choice of genotypes and management practices) are made at the
farm level. The combination of the bio-physical environment and socioeconomic circumstances define
the development domains where specific technologies can or cannot prevail [219–221].
2.5. Interactions
The full G × E × M × S paradigm can be overly complex, and most practical applications of
crop modelling to date relate to M recommendations [215]. Thus, it is practical to consider two main
classes of interaction: those where G is considered as a fixed/generic effect (i.e., E × M and M × S
interactions), or where G is a variable itself (G × E, G × M and G × E × M) (Figure 1, Sections 4–6).

of interaction: those where G is considered as a fixed/generic effect (i.e., E × M and M × S interactions),
or where G is a variable itself (G × E, G × M and G × E × M) (Figure 1, Sections 4–6).
The modelling and research approaches outlined above are developed further in dedicated
sections below. However, since models are only as good as their inputs, this review also addresses
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and sharing, as well as establishing and using phenotyping networks—
activities that will hugely strengthen the scope and reliability of crop modelling.

Figure 1. Crop modelling factors and relevant interactions. Four-way
Four-way modelling captures the complex
environment, management,
management, and
and socioeconomics.
socioeconomics.
interactions of genotype, environment,

The modelling
and research approaches outlined above are developed further in dedicated
3. Modelling
the Environment
sections below. However, since models are only as good as their inputs, this review also addresses
3.1. The
Physical Environment
data
standardization
and sharing, as well as establishing and using phenotyping networks—activities
that will hugely strengthen the scope and reliability of crop modelling.
Environmental data are a crucial input for crop, environmental, and systems modelling. Their
availability
terms
of time lines, recording frequency, and location limits the ability and the
3.
Modellinginthe
Environment
representativeness of models. Ideally, sub-daily or daily data for at least a minimum set of
environmental
particularly weather data (Table 2), are required [23,24,222,223]. Due to the
3.1.
The Physicalvariables,
Environment
increasingly global nature of cropping systems, the density of automatic weather stations is not
Environmental data are a crucial input for crop, environmental, and systems modelling.
sufficient, public access to data is limited, and/or the parameters needed for crop models are not
Their availability in terms of time lines, recording frequency, and location limits the ability and
sufficient (especially for larger areas in developing countries). In such cases, interpolated outputs
the representativeness of models. Ideally, sub-daily or daily data for at least a minimum set of
from large climate datasets such as CRU (Climate Research Unit) or Worldclim are commonly used
environmental variables, particularly weather data (Table 2), are required [23,24,222,223]. Due to
to provide monthly long-term average or long-term timeline environmental data for the models [224–
the increasingly global nature of cropping systems, the density of automatic weather stations is not
227]. However, datasets like CRU have low resolution, which may cause problems with loss of spatial
sufficient, public access to data is limited, and/or the parameters needed for crop models are not
detail, especially in areas with high spatial heterogeneity [228].
sufficient (especially for larger areas in developing countries). In such cases, interpolated outputs
Weather generators integrated into crop models or standalone models such as WGEN,
from large climate datasets such as CRU (Climate Research Unit) or Worldclim are commonly used to
SIMMETEO, or MARKSIM are commonly used to generate daily time series data [229–232]. The same
provide monthly long-term average or long-term timeline environmental data for the models [224–227].
applies to climate change applications to incorporate future climate scenarios into crop models,
However, datasets like CRU have low resolution, which may cause problems with loss of spatial detail,
where all data utilized must be downscaled using dynamic or statistical approaches from larger
especially in areas with high spatial heterogeneity [228].
global circulation model outputs and then run through a weather generator [230,233–237].
Weather generators integrated into crop models or standalone models such as WGEN, SIMMETEO,
or MARKSIM are commonly used to generate daily time series data [229–232]. The same applies to
climate change applications to incorporate future climate scenarios into crop models, where all data
utilized must be downscaled using dynamic or statistical approaches from larger global circulation
model outputs and then run through a weather generator [230,233–237].
Soil data are equally important, and similar problems to those outlined above limit their use
for larger areas. Specific sites (e.g., research stations) often have detailed soil profile data available,
which can be used to create high quality soil input files, but the outputs of models for larger areas
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(country, regional, or global level) are limited in their reliability. Recent efforts have attempted to add
detail to global soil databases and make them available for the modelling community [238–241].
Satellite-derived datasets, such as NASA’s Tropical Rainfall Monitoring Mission (TRMM) and the
Global Precipitation Mission (GPM), indicate that it might soon be possible to use a combination of
remotely-sensed and ground-based data to collect precise, near real-time environmental data to run
models at any given location—even in environments where data are scarce [242–245]. Remote sensing
with a variety of sensors already allows monitoring and acquisition of surface soil moisture and solar
radiation [246–248], as well as soil chemical and physical properties [249] (see Section 4.4).
Table 2. Generic standards for field phenotyping platforms to support simulation modelling (adapted
from [250]).
Treatments:

•
•
•
•

Managed stress environments and precision treatments with adequate irrigation options for the range of
target environments to be adequately simulated.
Contrasting genotypes to identify tolerance responses
Access to proximal and/or remote sensing equipment for high throughput phenotyping for breeding
scale operations
Sample processing laboratories for growth analysis and marker work.

Minimum Dataset to Define Target Environment:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Air temperature (daily, or hourly if possible; minimum/maximum)
Wet and dry bulb temperature (to calculate relative humidity/VPD); or canopy temperature depression
on well-watered plots as a proxy
Pan evaporation (daily in mm) to estimate transpiration demand
Sunshine hours/radiation intensity (Mj/m2 /day)
Plant available moisture in the rhizosphere (i.e., depth to which roots penetrate, typically approx. 1 m)
when the cycle starts and ends
Rainfall (daily in mm) and water application from irrigation.
Soil physical and chemical properties, including micronutrient deficiency/toxicity in rhizosphere
Potential rooting depth of soil (e.g., it may be limited by rock, or toxic subsoil, etc.)
Altitude
Longitude, and latitude (from which photoperiod can be calculated)
Wind speed
Control measures used for prevalent diseases (to avoid confounding factors)
Management practices (rotation, residues, tillage, fertilizer use, weed control)
Soil characterization protocols for water and nitrogen (e.g., [251]).

Another aspect of modelling E includes that of predicting climate change, for which a vast body
of literature exists. Given the timeframe for crop genetic improvement, the outputs of these models
can be used by crop breeders and policymakers to plan long-term strategic investments. Pest and
disease pressure is another key factor in modelling crop response to E, which is covered in Section 3.2.
3.2. Tools for Monitoring and Managing Pests and Diseases
Pests and diseases are an ever-present threat to crops worldwide, since they continually evolve
to new pathotypes. As climate change and weather fluxes make it harder to predict their spread
and virulence, multi-variable predictive models are becoming even more valuable as tools for crop
protection. For pests, models can link organisms’ physiological and phenological behaviour to
environmental factors. For disease modelling, the life cycle is often represented by an infection
chain, which corresponds to functional traits that can be converted to quantifiable processes and their
responses linked to biological and environmental factors [252]. Within the CGIAR, these tools are
being used to answer several relevant questions [121], such as: (1) how can we predict pest/disease
vector population and disease transmission dynamics in the presence of multiple factors? (2) What
impact do control agents have within an integrated pest management system? (3) How can we better
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understand and predict pest/disease propagation patterns over time and space? and (4) What are
the priority locations/regions for conducting risk assessments and limiting potential invasions of
pests/diseases [253]?
Modelling for pest and disease management generally utilizes an inductive or deductive approach.
In the inductive (“top-down”) approach, pest/disease occurrence is linked to the prevailing bio-climatic
variable in a specific area, and then used to predict the likelihood of that organism occurring in
another area [121]. Algorithms such as Maximum Entropy [254] and Genetic Algorithm for Rule
Set Production [255] utilize the inductive approach. The deductive (“bottom-up”) approach starts
by modelling a species’ response to climate variables and applies the model to predict the climate
suitability of the organism. Inductive and deductive approaches can be combined using Climate
and Population Modelling [256], which compares location function, and the NCSU (North Carolina
State University)/APHIS (Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service) Plant Pest-Forecasting system
(NAPPFAST) [257].
Case Study: Insect Life Cycle Modelling Software for Pest and Disease Management
One example of a deductive approach is applied in the Insect Life Cycle Modelling (ILCYM)
open-source software package, developed by the International Potato Centre (CIP) [168,258].
It represents a breakthrough in conceptualization, development, and implementation of a tool
for pest and disease management within the CGIAR. It uses non-linear functions [259,260] and
includes stochastic functions for variability in individual development times within a population [260].
ILCYM supports the analysis of life table data of insect species obtained from laboratory studies
at constant temperatures and estimates, step-by-step, a mathematical expression to represent the
species’ development time, development rate, mortality, senescence, survival, and reproduction [121].
Functions derived for each stage are combined to give a process-oriented, temperature-driven,
and age-stage structured insect phenology/population model. Linkages between the phenology model
and the landscape are based on geo-reference daily/monthly minimum and maximum temperature
values using a cosine or sinus function to mimic patterns under natural conditions. Further, three risk
indices (establishment, generation, and activity) are derived to assess the potential distribution and
abundance of the pest in a given location [121,167,261].
Most of the tools developed to enhance management of pests/diseases require an estimate of
model parameters [121]. Efforts have been made to address this, but challenges can remain when
selecting a mathematical equation for a modelling approach. Paradoxically, obtaining good fit does
not automatically indicate that the selected mathematical equation or method accurately describes
the dynamics and interactions between the crop and the pest/disease [121,262,263]. Different model
formulations may give excellent and equal fit to observed data, while their arithmetical characteristics
produce dissimilar performance under field conditions [121].
Despite advances in modelling, the development and use of pest and disease models in isolation,
as presented here, is not holistic and powerful enough. A reductionist approach, concentrating
on a component rather than on the whole crop system [252] is not sufficient because, in reality,
complex interactions exist between agricultural ecosystem components. Comprehensive modelling of
crop development and yields requires multitrophic interactions, pest and disease impacts, ecosystem
functions and processes to be combined, socio-ecological and socio-economic challenges, as well
as respective feedback loops, biophysical flows, time delays, and nonlinearity within functional
fluctuating bounds (Figure 2) [121]. Overall, as a remedy to current approaches and methods,
we propose to put the study of the whole crop system before that of the components to achieve
sustainable management in crop production [121,252].
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Decline in Northwest India
of reductions of the groundwater table and the potential for saline groundwater intrusion into fresh
Irrigated rice (Oryza sativa L.)-wheat (Triticum aestivum L.) in northwest India is entirely
dependent upon groundwater pumped from the underlying aquifer, resulting in alarming rates of
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groundwater [264]. There is therefore great interest in finding sustainable solutions to arrest the decline
in groundwater depth.
The Agricultural Production Systems sIMulator (APSIM) crop model (defined in Section 4.2)
was applied to evaluate the effects of different crop management practices (rice variety duration,
sowing date, replacing rice with other crops, and the use of conservation agriculture) on the land and
water productivity of the total system, and on the components of water balance (Table 3) [265,266].
The simulations gave the following results:

•
•
•

•

If minimizing permanent loss of water from the system is the objective, the best method is a
partial conservation agriculture rice-wheat system with a short duration rice variety.
If maximizing productivity is the sole objective, a full conservation agriculture system with a
medium duration variety is the best option.
If the objective is to produce the maximum output per unit of evapotranspiration, this can
be achieved using a short duration variety planted in mid-July under full conservation
agriculture [265,266].
Replacing rice with rainy season maize (Zea mays L.) in the system can maintain yields while
reducing the total irrigation amount by ~80%, which can contribute to huge reductions in pumping
costs and energy use. Maize-based systems also reduce permanent water loss from the system by
200 mm (Figure 3).

This approach can be extended to rainfed rice systems worldwide as a risk reducing strategy in a
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4.2. E ×M Interactions
Crop simulation models can effectively account for the yield and growth effects of the interaction
of environment with crop management (E × M), assuming fixed G effects. One example is the
AgroClimate program run by the University of Florida [267], which provides farmers with strategic
advice regarding which crop to plant as a function of the El Niño-Southern Oscillation patterns.
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Table 3. Trade-off analysis between different system components under different objectives for various crop establishment methods, rice sowing dates, and variety
duration [265,266]. FP—Farmer’s practice, CA—Conservation Agriculture, REY—Rice equivalent yield, ET—Evapotranspiration, WPET —Water productivity based on
evapotranspiration, WPI —Water productivity based on irrigation.
Trade-Offs

Crop Establishment
System

Rice Variety
Duration

Rice Sowing

System REY
(t ha−1 )

Irrigation
(mm)

ET
(mm)

Deep Drainage
(mm)

WPI
(kg ha−1 mm−1 )

WPET
(kg ha−1 mm−1 )

Best FP
Highest productivity
Minimum irrigation
Ground water depletion
Society benefit

FP
Full CA
Full CA
Partial CA
Full CA

Long (150 days)
Medium (135 days)
Short (125 days)
Short (125 days)
Short (125 days)

Early June
Mid-June
Mid-June
June and July
Mid-July

13.5
18.0
16.7
12.0
17.2

1380
980
730
580
790

1270
1360
1180
950
1160

620
300
370
380
315

9.9
19.1
23.9
21.7
22.8

10.6
13.3
14.2
12.5
14.8
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4.2. E × M Interactions
Crop simulation models can effectively account for the yield and growth effects of the interaction
of environment with crop management (E × M), assuming fixed G effects. One example is the
AgroClimate program run by the University of Florida [267], which provides farmers with strategic
advice regarding which crop to plant as a function of the El Niño-Southern Oscillation patterns.
Another example is Yield Prophet® , a web-based service that provides field-specific yield forecasts
to optimize the investments of approximately 900 farmers, based on the Agricultural Production
Systems sIMulator (APSIM) model, one of the major used crop models in agricultural systems [268].
APSIM was originally developed to model biophysical processes of crop production in farming systems
with the purpose of evaluating options of management under climate risk conditions, it has been
broadly used in research and more applied questions, decision making on farm level, crop supply
chain planning, evaluation of policy options and others. The recent introduction of Smartphone
applications aims to reach even more farmers than conventional tools, such as the Yield Prophet Lite
application [269] and PANI (Program for Advanced Numerical Irrigation) [270]. However, the use
of smartphone applications presents some challenges for some small farmers, such as the lack or
unreliable internet connection, difficulties to recharge the mobile devices, illiteracy or poor education,
high costs, among others. The RiceAdvice application, developed by Dr. Saito from AfricaRice for
target yield, nutrient management, crop calendar and good agricultural practices, has partially solved
some of these issues. The application runs offline, an important fact given poor connectivity and high
internet prices in some areas in Africa, and an extensive training for service providers and users has
been provided, thus overcoming some issues of illiteracy.
Case Study: Irrigation Scheduling in Bangladesh’s Ganges Delta Region
In Bangladesh’s southern delta, farmers mostly grow grass pea (Lathyrus sativus L.) and mungbean
(Vigna radiata L.) during the Rabi (dry) season (December–April) [271]. These crops are generally
not irrigated, instead drawing on residual soil moisture and the fact that the water table is close
to the surface, fluctuating between 1–2.5 m depth in the dry season [272]. In this environment,
tactical irrigation is a useful and cheap option to increase water use efficiency, especially as these crops
can be a major source of cash income for smallholder farmers, while significant yield losses are often
caused by sub-optimal plant establishment due to dry conditions around sowing.
The International Maize and Wheat Improvement Center (CIMMYT) conducted several
experiments on maize, mungbean, and wheat in the delta region to better understand irrigation
needs and develop a decision support app for farmers and irrigation service providers. Figure 4
shows the simulated soil water content, with and without capillary upflow (a function of soil type,
rooting depth, and distance to the water table), based on work by Talsma [273] and an algorithm
developed by W. Meyer for the farm-level water balance model BASINMAN [274]. The soil-water
balance used in the smart phone application is based on the widely used CERES model, of which
several specific crop variants are included in DSSAT (Decision Support System for Agrotechnology
Transfer) [275], and can therefore be used under most conditions. Crop water use was estimated
using percent ground cover, which can be estimated from optical remote sensing data [276,277].
In Bangladesh, field sizes tend to be too small to make use of the free Sentinel-2 satellite data, given its
limited resolution. An application is being developed that estimates percent ground cover from RGB
photos taken with a smartphone.

addresses the needs of irrigation service provider and farmers, as both receive a weekly SMS
informing them whether a field needs to be irrigated or not. PANI demonstrates that it is possible to
bring crop simulation models, or components thereof, to the fingertips of smallholder farmers. It is
possible to automatically run the model with representative soil and weather information based on
the GPS 2018,
location;
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Figure 4. Simulated soil water content with and without capillary upflow. Bars at the bottom indicate
daily upflow from the water table. The green line represents the drained upper limit, while the red
indicates the target stress level (50% of drained upper limit until anthesis and 30% thereafter). With a
water table present, irrigations were required 7 and 32 days after planting, whereas without a water
table, two more irrigations were
were required
required at
at 77
77 and
and 92
92 days
days after
after planting.
planting.

The simulation model has been integrated into a smartphone application called PANI (Program for
Advanced Numerical Irrigation), which runs on a daily time step and uses forecasted daily maximum
and minimum temperatures to predict irrigation needs one week in advance. PANI addresses the
needs of irrigation service provider and farmers, as both receive a weekly SMS informing them whether
a field needs to be irrigated or not. PANI demonstrates that it is possible to bring crop simulation
models, or components thereof, to the fingertips of smallholder farmers. It is possible to automatically
run the model with representative soil and weather information based on the GPS location; the only
inputs required from the user are sowing and irrigation dates and ground cover photos taken every
10–15 days.
Bio-physical models can provide M options at both macro- and micro-environmental levels [215].
4.3. M × S Interactions
Yield gap is defined as the difference between potential yield and the actual yield obtained
in farmers’ fields [278]. Potential yield assumes that neither water, nutrients, nor biotic stress are
limiting. Water-limited potential yield (instead of potential yield) is commonly used as a reference
under rainfed conditions, and a further distinction is made for the yield potential of partially irrigated
crops. Potential yield, water-limited potential yield, and partially irrigated potential yield can all
be simulated in crop simulation models using optimal agronomic management (i.e., phenotype,
sowing data, and planting density) as inputs [278]. Neither nutrient nor abiotic stresses are considered.
Many models, such as the Global Yield Gap Atlas, base optimum sowing dates, plant density,
and cultivar on the dominant practices used by farmers. Crop simulation models have the advantage
of being able to assess the year-to-year variability of potential yield (e.g., [18,59]). Often, actual yield
data are obtained for just one or a limited number of years, thus crop simulation models can be used
to assess whether the year for which the yield gap was analysed was representative or not [279].
More sophisticated analyses of e.g., nutrient- or pest-limited yield gaps, require specific inputs for the
models, which often are not available in sufficient detail.

Many models, such as the Global Yield Gap Atlas, base optimum sowing dates, plant density,
and cultivar on the dominant practices used by farmers. Crop simulation models have the advantage
of being able to assess the year-to-year variability of potential yield (e.g., [18,59]). Often, actual yield
data are obtained for just one or a limited number of years, thus crop simulation models can be used
to assess2018,
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Attainable yield levels are estimated using bio-economic models that incorporate household
and community characteristics, and calibrated household-level objective functions, including risk
management and imperfect information. In practice, farmers’ actual yields may diverge from predicted
yields due to idiosyncratic circumstances not accounted for in the model, such as the occurrence of
household-level catastrophes. Models can be calibrated to take farm-specific circumstances into account
and—if the level of yield reporting is sufficient and readily quantifiable G × E × M × S interactions
are included—the difference between actual farmers’ yields and modelled yields will be small.
Bio-economic modelling can provide a set of M options relevant under different S scenarios [196,282].
Bio-economic modelling covers the ex-ante impact assessment of new technologies (including new
varieties), combining socio-economic insights with explicit biological and biophysical process models.
Extensive reviews of bio-economic models have been published (see [196,283–290]) and more detailed
information about these models is described in Section 6.1. Bio-economic modelling at the farm level
can take one of several approaches, some of which make assumptions about farmer behaviour and use
these assumptions to analyse trade-offs (e.g., [5,291–297]).
Recent research by van Dijk et al. [298] uses econometric analyses at the household level to
demonstrate how some of these issues might be resolved by integrating M and S approaches to yield
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gap measurement. The authors deconstruct the conventional yield gap indicator into four components
to provide a better understanding of why actual farm yields fall below their potential: (1) the technical
efficiency yield gap; (2) the economic yield gap; (3) the feasible yield gap; and (4) the technology
yield gap ([299,300]). These components are an alternative way of identifying the various components
contributing to the yield gap as highlighted in Figure 5.
Building on these insights, and using ex-ante bio-economic modelling approaches, M × S
interaction models can explore the cost-benefit of new technologies under different socioeconomic
and climate scenarios, if interoperable agronomic, genetic, and socioeconomic datasets are available.
Further issues related to the data availability are discussed in Section 6. The approach also requires
more widely accessible bio-economic models at various levels of aggregation, which combine the
biophysical process models with behaviour-based economic models, preferably as open-source models
that allow communities of practice to be established [5].
4.4. Technological Innovations Aiding Crop Management Models
Remote sensing has the potential to characterize growth at high-throughput over space and
time, and is thus a valuable tool for extending the inputs and calibration of crop simulation models.
Optical data provide good estimates of crop light interception [276,277] and have been successfully
used to drive crop simulation models for yield and biomass predictions. Remote sensing can also
estimate stress parameters; the widely used Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) can
indicate the cumulative effects of stress throughout the crop growth cycle (especially when referenced
against non-stressed control plots). Other indices, such as the photochemical reflectance index [301] or
chlorophyll fluorescence indices [302], can estimate the instantaneous effect of stress on radiation use
efficiency. Satellite data can also detect key phenological stages, such as crop emergence, end of leaf
growth in cereals, and maturity. This information reduces the burden of having to gather accurate crop
management information from farmers, which is otherwise a major bottleneck for the widespread use
of models.
Case Study: Anomalies in Irrigation Experiments in Maize Farmer’s Fields Detected with
Remote Sensors
As an example, remote sensing helped better understand perceived anomalies in an irrigation
experiment conducted in maize farmers’ fields in Bangladesh as part of a project developing PANI
(see Section 4.2). In-season measurements of canopy temperature and ground cover showed that there
were larger differences in crop growth within irrigation treatments than among them (Figure 6). This is
because farmers intentionally create a relatively water-impermeable soil layer (a “hard pan”) at a depth
of 20–30 cm when cultivating fields for summer-season rice planting which affect root penetration
and therefore the expression of canopy temperature. The land preparation for the maize irrigation
experiment consisted of one pass with a power tiller and subsequent shaping of the beds. This was
evidently not sufficient to brake the hard-pans in some of the previous rice paddy fields, as can be
seen for the central plot of the irrigation experiment in Figure 6. The upper part suffered from dry
conditions, which resulted in lower ground cover and higher canopy temperature as compared to the
lower part of the plot. Soil measurements indicated the presence of hard pans related to the previous
cropping history, and showed higher moisture availability below the hard pan in experimental plots
with severe drought symptoms, indicating that plants in these plots were not able to penetrate the
hard pan (Schulthess et al., pers. comm.).
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5. Modelling Genetic Variability
5.1. Crop Simulation Models for Genetic Improvement
Analysis of interactions between G and E, and between G and E and M, requires a deep
understanding of their biological basis. Mechanistic crop models such as APSIM [304] or Simple
Simulation Modelling (SSM) [305] can predict crop performance, based on equations characterizing the
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In another modelling study, Vadez et al. [143] compared the effects of altering root-related genetic
traits on the grain yield of chickpea and found that, while the best genetic trait increased yields by 10%,
a modest irrigation of 30 mm at the beginning of pod filling increased yields by 40%. This illustrates the
potential of mechanistic crop models to compare genetic and agronomic options and their importance
as decision-making tools in research investments.
Finally, crop models have been used to undertake yield gap analysis and lay out potential options
for improving crop productivity at a country level. For instance, Soltani et al. [157] showed that
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Rather than combine crop growth models and genome-wide markers in one, unified model,
Heslot et al. [318] used a crop model and weather data to derive stress covariates by growth stage.
They then used these stress covariates, along with genome-wide markers, to explain the residuals from
genomic prediction using a machine-learning approach. If sufficient phenotypic data were available
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such that crop models could be parameterized for every individual, it would be possible to compute
growth stages for each individual in each environment, perhaps improving predictive abilities.
5.3. G × E Interactions
Physiological breeding crosses parents with different complex traits to accumulate alleles
associated with yield increases [7]. The strategy is based on testing models of theoretically
complementary traits and evaluating selected progeny in multi-location yield trials to inform G × E
models. Analysing the performance of new lines developed via physiological breeding helps inform
crop design and refine experimental environments, demonstrating which combinations of traits/alleles
improve yield, and in which environments [319]. Physiological and genetic dissection of complex
traits provides valuable insights; for example, by establishing the genetic bases for trait synergies and
trade-offs (e.g., [320,321]). Such outputs can inform simulation models that test hypotheses regarding
new levels of trait expression and trait combinations across a range of environments [145,322].
Many statistical models have been developed to study G × E for plant breeding. Unlike simulation
or process driven models—that are driven by environmental inputs and modified by genotype
information-, statistical models are entirely stochastic. Outputs are based on associations among genetic
and environmental variables with probability largely determining the significance of conclusions.
Statistical models are very flexible and can be designed for almost any data set assuming that error
(and other terms as in regression or multivariate analyses) can be modelled effectively.
These models have helped plant breeders assess the stability of economically important traits
and predict the performance of newly developed genotypes under various environmental conditions.
The development of methods for modelling G × E precedes the development of analyses of variance,
as it could be better modelled by fitting a multiplicative (product) operator than by a sum formula [323].
A simple regression of a line’s performance on the environmental mean was first proposed and used
by Yates and Cochran [324]. Other models to study G × E are based on the principal component
decomposition of matrix G × E [325–329]. Researchers employed the principal component operator
for modelling G × E in the context of linear mixed-effect models [330–332], while others evaluated
using structured co-variance matrices to model G × E in the context of pedigree-based mixed models
for estimating the breeding values [333–335].
The models mentioned above do not attempt to identify genetic causes of G × E in the
chromosome by decomposing total G × E into chromosome regions or specific genes. However,
differences between individuals can be explained by regressing phenotypes on molecular markers, and
differences between environments can be evaluated by regressing phenotypes on a reduced number of
environmental covariates (e.g., temperature, precipitation, soil moisture, solar radiation). By combining
information on individual genomes (e.g., molecular markers) with environmental covariables, it is
possible to account for G × E. An example of such an approach is the ordinary least squared factorial
regression model [336–339].
One advance in using statistical approaches in breeding models was developed by Yin et al. [340].
Their concept was that variety-specific parameters could be linked to genetic information through
QTL (quantitative trait loci) and eventually a specific part of the genome. In breeding programs,
varieties can be characterized using QTLs, enabling G × E to be predicted through crop models.
Working with the common bean, Hwang et al. [341], established dynamic QTL effect models for node
addition rate, daily rate of progress from emergence toward flowering, and daily maximum main stem
node number.
As modern genotyping and sequencing technologies develop, molecular marker information has
become highly dimensional. The number of markers now greatly exceeds the number of data-points
available for model fitting, posing important statistical and computational challenges. However,
whole-genome regression methods allow information about hundreds of thousands of markers to be
jointly considered [342]. Such models capture major-effect genes, as well as genomic regions with
small effects. Environmental information is also becoming highly dimensional due to information
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systems that allow continuous monitoring of environmental climatic conditions. Previous models
cannot cope with the highly dimensional nature of genomic and E information.
Standard genomic selection models were recently extended to multi-environment settings.
For instance, Burgueño et al. [343] used a multi-environment version of the Genomic BLUP (GBLUP),
modelling G × E using genetic correlations, and found that the multi-environment GBLUP had
a much higher prediction accuracy than the single-trait GBLUP. Meanwhile Jarquin et al. [344]
proposed a model where the main effects of, and interactions between, markers and environmental
covariates are introduced. Recently, Lopez-Cruz et al. [345] proposed a marker × environment
interaction model where marker effect and genomic values are partitioned into components that are
stable across environments (main effects), and others that are environment-specific (interactions).
This interaction model is useful when selecting for stability and adaptation to target environments.
Genomic prediction accuracy consistently and substantially increased when incorporating G × E and
marker × environment interactions.
5.4. G × E × M Interactions
G × E × M interactions are difficult to model with precision, particularly when extrapolating
to new environments and genotypes. The challenges have been highlighted by the work of the
AgMIP Wheat group, who showed the uncertainty encountered when comparing 30 different models;
nevertheless, multi-model ensembles with more robust predictions have been developed [346].
A powerful innovation will be to encompass the following types of approaches into crop simulation
modelling for more robust outputs:

•
•
•
•

Statistical modelling of G × E × M (and lower order interactions) as a stochastic tool for testing
specific elements of simulation models and to parameterize or calibrate input variables;
Genomic selection models using high density molecular markers to parameterize G and thus test
the value of specific genomic regions and make predictions in different target environments [115];
Physiological breeding models to test different combinations of traits and alleles through strategic
crossing and progeny testing in well-defined target environments [7];
Testing of G × M interactions, which lend well to reductionist research approaches
because—unlike E, which is infinitely variable in the field—M can be varied for one or more factor
within a single E.

Montesinos-Lopez et al. [347] recently developed the theory of a Bayesian three-way,
multi-trait, multi-environment genomic model. The proposed Bayesian model (with unstructured
variance-covariance) was evaluated on two datasets and improved prediction accuracy, compared to
the model with diagonal and identity variance-covariance structures [347]. The three-way Bayesian
genomic interaction model uses genomic and/or pedigree information and could be extended to
include more factors, potentially making it applicable for assessing G × E × M and G × E × M × S in
the context of crop modelling.
Intercropping is a well-known practice in Africa that is reported to have advantages over
mono cropping through several mechanisms. To analyse the performance of intercropping systems,
crop simulation models can be helpful to identify those mechanisms in such a complex cropping
system. The first ecophysiological model for interplant competition INTERCOM was developed by
Kropff and van Laar [17] at IRRI and Wageningen University and was well documented with first
applications in crop weed systems. The model has subsequently been used in several systems for
intercropping in Africa, Switzerland, China and the Netherlands. In Africa, with AfricaRice and
Wageningen University, the model was used to identify the optimum relay crop in rice systems with a
highly competitive (Cajanus c.) and a not competitive species (Stylosanthus spp.) where it was found
that relay cropping with the competitive species was highly beneficial when late sown. This was a
very interesting counter intuitive result [60,62]. Intercropping model versions have been developed by
the APSIM teams as well and have been used for agroforestry systems [348]. However intercropping
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modelling has not moved to the level of intensively used decision support systems yet. As solutions
are being sought for many issues in relation to sustainable agricultural systems in Africa in relation to
climate change and new upcoming pests and diseases, the intensification of the use of intercrops and
research to improve them through crop models such as INTERCOM may be very useful to enhance
the agronomic research effort.
6. Modelling Socioeconomic Factors
6.1. Bio-Economic Modelling
Bio-economic modelling dates to the 1990s and includes mathematical programming
models [284,294,295,349,350], multi-agent models [351–353], and other simulation models [291,354].
These models are sometimes combined with econometric analyses that fine-tune the results. Linking
the results of crop models to these lower aggregation level models requires the determination of
relevant adjustment factors, depending on the issues being addressed. For instance, if biotic stress in
the analysis is linked to certain weather patterns and stochastic probabilities of occurrence, the crop
growth model output needs to be combined with disease progress curves and damage functions
to adequately account for biotic stress. While many of these bio-economic models focus on crop
production, a number also take into account crop-livestock interactions [195,197,294,355].
Household survey data on actual yields and management practices can be used to develop specific,
reduced form models that estimate yield reducing factors for non-optimal input levels. However,
the use of reduced form models in econometric analyses of overall farm household behaviour poses
difficulties for soft-coupling with crop model outcomes, and may be better analysed using structural
models. The difference between econometrically estimated models of farm household behavior and
structural models is that the structural models such as the bio-economic models highlighted in the
previous paragraph, describe the behavior as structural equations in mathematical terms, whereas the
reduced form models provide only the statistical associations between measured inputs into the
decision making process and the measured outputs in terms of key indicators [282].
At higher levels of aggregation, integrated assessment models can illuminate interactions between
climate and socioeconomic global drivers. Models such as IMPACT [86,356], the International
Agricultural Prospects Model [357], and MAGNET [358,359] have demonstrated their usefulness in
exploring these interactions. Global economic models have been assessed within AgMIP [2,90,360,361]
and this approach will soon be applied to micro-level models. This allows models to be improved and
fine-tuned to better answer questions related to the socioeconomic factors associated with technology
change in agriculture.
Within the CGIAR for example, a joint study by CIMMYT and IFPRI [89] implemented a
spatially-explicit bio-economic modelling framework, incorporating the CERES-Wheat model in
DSSAT and a farm-level profitability analysis of local wheat production. This integrated framework
assessed the economic viability of potential wheat expansion in 12 countries across sub-Saharan Africa,
and found that they are using less than 10% of their potential area for profitable local production.
This type of approach can be utilised on a regional or global scale by agricultural ministries and
funding agencies to help determine potential returns on investments.
6.2. Foresight Analysis
Foresight analysis is an important instrument for monitoring and enhancing our understanding of
the evolving context in which agricultural systems operate. Given the research-to-adoption lag,
the needs of future beneficiaries should inform current priorities, while also considering likely
biophysical, socioeconomic, and politico-institutional contexts at the time when technologies (including
varietal improvement) come to fruition. Both beneficiaries’ needs and the context in which they operate
are shaped by global drivers of change, pressures, and events. The primary global drivers of change
are climate change, demographic developments, and global economic development. Secondary drivers
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of change include migration, urbanization, shifting gender roles, resource depletion, technological
convergence, and changing political environments. Pressures resulting from these global drivers
include pollution; decreases in natural ecologies; land degradation (and the resulting changes in
environmental productivity); health related issues, from chronic malnutrition to obesity; and unequal
wealth and income distribution. Events are major occurrences with global or regional effects.
These events are difficult to accurately predict, but their occurrence is both probable and plausible at any
given time. They can include weather extremes (e.g., droughts, floods, and the El Niño phenomenon);
geophysical disasters (earthquakes and volcanic eruptions); outbreaks of new biotic stresses (such
as recent outbreaks of maize lethal necrosis and rust in east Africa, and wheat blast in Bangladesh);
economic shocks (such as steeply rising food prices); and political and social unrest. One positive
factor that holds the middle ground between a driver and an event is disruptive technology. A clear
example of a disruptive technology is the Green Revolution, which lies at the foundation of the CGIAR.
These drivers, pressures, and events are forcing farmers, civil societies, and countries to reassess
priorities and interventions. The primary effect is the change in agro-ecological production potential
(related to climate change) and the comparative advantage of different crops in different locations
(linked to long-term trends in commodity prices).
Using a wide range of models and approaches across different scientific disciplines when
analysing of the effects of global drivers, pressures, and events, improves our ability to realize
potential opportunities, while responding in a timely fashion to avoid major food security crises.
For example, to assess the potential role of agricultural technologies and innovations in foresight
modelling studies, IFPRI’s IMPACT model incorporates the DSSAT Cropping System Model to
simulate grid cell-specific crop yield responses to scenarios of changes in technology adoption and
environmental conditions, and uses this information to simulate their long-term implications on
international food trade, food security, and markets [95].
Rosegrant et al. [92] used this analytical framework to assess the potential role of 12 promising
technologies on international food trade, food security, and natural resources in 2050. The authors
developed an integrated economic modelling framework with DSSAT, where the models of maize,
rice, and wheat were modified to simulate technologies not previously implemented in the model (e.g.,
effects of anthesis-silking interval to simulate drought tolerance trait of maize). Another example is
the analysis of climate change on future maize production. Tesfaye et al. [112] showed that climate
change will affect maize yields across sub-Saharan Africa in the future (2050 and 2080), and that the
extent of the impact at a given period will vary considerably between input levels, regions, and maize
mega-environments. These effects may have a negative impact on maize consumption and daily
calorie intake, though Rosegrant et al. [356] showed that international trade has the potential to offset
some of the negative impacts. These analyses that build on the IMPACT model and use gridded crop
models [93,362], in combination with socioeconomic models, have helped focus breeding efforts on
specific abiotic stresses.
6.3. Case Study: Calculating Food Systems Risks
Global insurance company Lloyd’s of London released a peer-reviewed, industry approved 2015
study on the impacts of acute disruption to the global food supply [363]. Experts considered how
weather-related events can disrupt the food supply, and can be exacerbated by additional political
and economic risks in a chain-like reaction. Their scenario was based on a strengthened warm phase
of the El Niño climate pattern, which would generate flooding and drought in different locations
across the globe, as well as winds that spread the Ug99 wheat stem rust across a wide territory
(Figure 9). Shock scenarios were developed and explored using the IFPRI IMPACT model, which
gives a rough interpretation of weather changes leading to drought at a large grid level. Lloyd’s
model was constructed by de-trending globally aggregated FAO data from 1961 to 2013 to identify
probable changes in crop area and yield. It should be noted that the estimated production response
to the shock was deemed drastic but plausible by the authors (Further detail on assumptions about
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The limited availability of large-scale, interoperable datasets is recognized as bottleneck to the
use of crop modelling and, more broadly, agricultural systems modelling [5]. CGIAR centres manage
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from multiple crops and locations, much of which is collated within the AgTrials database. CGIAR
collaborations result in a vast quantity of data; the International Wheat Improvement Network alone
has collected over 20 million raw phenotypic data points [369]. Such datasets, strengthened by the ideas
on platforms and standardization described above, present enormous opportunities for crop modelling,
but greater investment is required to effectively automate data extraction from different databases.
The CGIAR Platform for Big Data in Agriculture was launched in 2017 with the explicit purpose of
making CGIAR datasets findable, accessible, interoperable and reusable (FAIR). The platform brings
together CGIAR, academia, and other actors from public and private sector and civil society to harness
the capabilities of big data to enhance the impact of international agricultural research. One recent
progress from the platform to help filling the data gap has been the development of the open access,
searchable data harvester GARDIAN (Global Agriculture Research Data Innovation and Acceleration
Network), which enables the discovery of agricultural datasets and publications across the CGIAR
system and beyond.
A global “science commons” attitude should also be encouraged (for both public entities and
private organizations), at least for non-propriety items like E data and generic responses of crops to E
and M factors. Funding bodies could facilitate timely sharing of data by investing more explicitly in
research publication, with the condition of public access [13]. Such interventions could also result in
more thorough reporting of experimental treatments and conditions by researchers, as well as greater
availability of datasets that are normally not written up.
8. Conclusions
Moving forward, we propose the following developments for the crop modelling field:
1.

2.

3.

New insights into the biology of plant development and response to environmental cues will
naturally enable model development, as it becomes possible to incorporate additional functions
into the main algorithms of models. While this will contribute to a continuous improvement,
it contains an inherent risk of making models so complex that they lose their initial purpose of
being a simpler representation of the reality, but not the reality itself. A recent paper by Soltani
and Sinclair [309] illustrates the value of keeping models simple. While continuous improvements
to the science of crop models are critical, there should be a balance between the level of complexity
and approximation of the processes they model.
While crop models are primarily being developed and used as scientific research tools,
their stakeholders extend far beyond research institutions to include farmers, policymakers,
development practitioners, and the private sector. Maintaining close links with this international
community is a crucial part of developing and applying models, and one where CGIAR
centres can play a major role through their network of public and private sector partners at
all levels. Coordinated linkages between stakeholders will help define the crop modelling
community’s priorities and stimulate further development in the modelling science, as well as
transparently communicate the capacity and caveats of crop modelling approaches. For example,
crop models are increasingly equipped to provide stochastic estimates of crop growth and
yields (e.g., Yield Prophet® ) and potential impacts of altering specific genetic or agronomic traits
(e.g., [370]). Meanwhile, foresight studies increasingly incorporate crop models and couple
them with large-scale economic models to address questions from policymakers on the potential
impacts of global change scenarios.
Scientists, including many working in CGIAR Centres, are progressively picking robust and
complex methods from advanced mathematics, computer science, and physics principles to
address the challenges outlined in this review. Artificial neural networks and cellular automata,
coupled with fuzzy logic percolation and individual/agent-based approaches, are among the
modelling methods being applied to improving crop management (Figure 2). Artificial neural
networks are a system inspired by the functioning of neural networks of animal brains [371].
Its main advance is that it permits the use of data collected at any suitable scale, bypassing the
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ambiguities that can occur when fitting equations to estimated parameters [371]. Meanwhile
cellular automate is a spatially and temporally discrete modelling concept that describes the
dynamics through interactions and synchronous evolution using elements such as grid of cells,
states, neighbourhood, transition rules, and time step [372]. This approach, when coupled with
fuzzy logic (i.e., representation of the level of truth with scaled values from 0 and 1), yields a
robust model capable of incorporating vague and imprecise knowledge to guide and improve
pest management [372].
As great strides are made in harnessing the genotypic information of more and more
traits, the potential exists to interface a layer of genetic information within crop coefficients.
Crop coefficient(s), leading to a specific response, could be driven by QTL with a value of putative
effect. This kind of progress would theoretically enable the prediction of ideotype performance,
based on marker content [373–375]. However, more knowledge is needed to better understand
epistatic interactions and their role in determining phenotypes.
Genomic selection is increasingly being used to select promising recombinants, based on their
marker content. Genomic selection has shown that breeding can be done saving time and money
and thus improving the genetic gains. Crop models could therefore be interfaced to deal with the
portion of the phenotypic variance that is accounted for by these interactions.
The G × E × M × S paradigm offers scope to address the complexities of agri-food systems,
using data and models, without falling into the trap of over-simplification, inherent in modelling,
by harnessing data and tools across multiple scientific disciplines and thus, enhancing the
potential for creating impact for the target beneficiaries of the CGIAR.

Designing intelligent agri-food systems is central to meeting global development challenges.
The renewed focus on the systems-level has created significant opportunities for modellers to
participate in enhancing the impact of science on development. However, a coherent approach—based
on principles of transparency, cooperation, and innovation—is essential to achieve this. Modelling is
the best tool we have for grasping the big picture and truly comprehending how the whole is greater
than the sum of its parts. Millions of farmers, and the societies that depend on their production,
are relying on us to step up to the plate.
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